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ABSTRACT

New trend in design of computer architectures, from memory hierarchy design to grouping computing units in different hierarchical levels in CPUs, pushes developers toward algorithms that can exploit these hierarchical designs. This trend makes support of nested-parallelism an important feature for parallel programming models. It enables implementation of parallel programs that can then be mapped onto the system hierarchy. However, supporting nested-parallelism is not a trivial task due to complexity in spawning nested sections, destructing them and more importantly communication between these nested parallel sections. Structured parallel programming models are proven to be a good choice since while they hide the parallel programming complexities from the programmers, they allow programmers to customize the algorithm execution without going through radical changes to the other parts of the program. In this thesis, nested algorithm composition in the STAPL Skeleton Library (SSL) is presented, which uses a nested dataflow model as its internal representation. We show how a high level program specification using SSL allows for asynchronous computation and improved locality. We study both the specification and performance of the STAPL implementation of Kripke, a mini-app developed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Kripke has multiple levels of parallelism and a number of data layouts, making it an excellent test bed to exercise the effectiveness of a nested parallel programming approach. Performance results are provided for six different nesting orders of the benchmark under different degrees of nested-parallelism, demonstrating the flexibility and performance of nested algorithmic skeleton composition in STAPL.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Parallel Programming

In the past few decades, despite advances in building high performance machines with high number of cores for parallel computing, how to express a program to run efficiently on these machines is still a challenge. Parallel programming models are always challenged by two main issues: 1. Performance 2. Expressivity.

Between these two challenges, Performance is usually the focus of the parallel programming libraries, which has led to develop of parallel programming models with low level APIs. Providing low level interfaces enables programmers to leverage optimizations like memory management techniques to address the performance issues in parallel programs. However, there has been a growing awareness that while low level programming models deliver a reasonable performance, expressing such a high performance parallel programs is a burdensome task.

The ability to compose parallel programs in order to form a new parallel program (Composability) is often missed in parallel programming models. For decades researchers have argued functional style programming is a promising approach to tackle this issue, since Composability is a first class feature in functional languages. However, programming in pure declarative style leads to inefficiency in memory management and hinders use of functional languages in high performance computing.

Algorithmic skeletons introduced in [1], are high level parallel programming abstracts which try to address the gap between Performance and Expressivity in parallel programming models. Algorithmic skeletons libraries handle the parallel programming complexity issues like memory management and synchronizations between execution units under the hood and provide high level abstract functions to programmers to express their parallel programs. However, Composability is still a feature that available libraries using algorithmic skeletons as their programming model have difficulty to support. This difficulty is coming from lack of generalized specification of these high
level abstracts which leads to two major issues. First, inability to define closed-form compositional operators to compose these high level abstracts. Second, it leads to use of global barriers for synchronizations between execution of these high level abstracts, which immediately hurts the performance of skeleton libraries.

1.2 Nested Parallelism

Nested parallelism is the invocation of a parallel construct from within another parallel section, and it is a natural way of expressing algorithms with a hierarchical nature. Nested parallelism presents a promising approach to address the complexities of application development on modern, high performance computing systems. As from one side, the current trend in hierarchical design of computer architectures (memories and processors) provides opportunity to leverage these designs and provides more locality in computation in case of nested parallelism, and from the other side, many algorithms can benefit from it to have different levels of parallelism, while they can adjust the amount of parallelism in each level to get the best possible configuration.

Nested Parallelism tackles the problem of lacking enough parallelism in the first level, possible load imbalance in workload, temporary memory usage explosion, etc. However, the composition of nested parallel invocations is only beginning to find its way into parallel programming frameworks. Frameworks adopted nested parallelism face the same classic issues in its support: *Expressivity VS Performance*.

*Composability* becomes more vital feature in presence of nested parallelism. For example, languages desiring to mimic the syntax of sequential counterparts often adopt a recursive fork-join execution model, requiring barriers between successive nested parallel sections in the program. This model is sufficient for simple parallel applications with good locality and coarse grain parallel sections. However, more complex programs will suffer from poor scalability due to unnecessary global synchronizations between nested parallel sections.

Nested parallel execution is often additionally constrained by the underlying communication primitives. Some models are effectively limited to two levels of parallelism: one across shared memory nodes using MPI and one within a node using OpenMP or a similar library. These lower
level concerns become part of the higher level programming model, decreasing portability and
reuse as restrictions are put both on communication between parallel sections and their placement
in the system.

The *STAPL Skeleton Library* (SSL) [2, 3], includes a set of operators that enables the compo-
sition of a sequence of algorithmic skeletons into a common parallel section. By using a dataflow
model as the internal representation of skeletons in SSL, the need for global barriers is removed,
allowing asynchronous execution of algorithms with fine-grain, point-to-point synchronizations
between dataflow nodes which greatly improves scalability. In the next section, an overview of
the STAPL framework is provided, followed by an in depth introduction to SSL which is the parallel
programming model of STAPL library.

1.3 STAPL Overview

The *Standard Template Adaptive Parallel Library* (STAPL) [4] is a framework developed in
C++ for parallel programming. It follows the generic design of the Standard Template Library
(STL) [5], with extensions and modifications for parallelism. STAPL is a library, requiring only a
C++ compiler (e.g., gcc) and established communication libraries such as MPI. An overview of its
major components is presented in Figure 1.1.

![Figure 1.1: The STAPL library component diagram.](image)
STAPL provides parallel algorithms and distributed data structures [6, 7] with interfaces similar to the STL. Instead of iterators, algorithms use views [8] which decouple the container interfaces from the underlying storage. The skeletons framework [2] allows the user to express an application as a composition of simpler parallel patterns (e.g., map, reduce, scan and others). These skeletons are instantiated at runtime as task dependence graphs by the PARAGRAPH Executor, STAPL’s data flow engine. It enforces task dependencies and is responsible for the transmission of intermediate values between tasks.

1.4 STAPL Skeleton Library

The STAPL skeleton library is the component of STAPL used to specify parallel algorithms implemented in C++. In the following sections, we discuss how common composition operations found in functional languages are provided in our library. However, we first discuss parametric dependencies which are a basic building block of dependence patterns in STAPL skeletons.

1.4.1 Parametric Dependencies

To build data flow graph representations for fundamental skeletons, we use their finest-grain dependence relations, which we refer to as parametric dependencies (PDs). A parametric dependency defines the relation between the input elements of a skeleton and its output as a parametric coordinate mapping and an operation. Parametric dependency specifications for map, zip and a 2D wavefront skeleton are provided below in Equations 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, respectively:

\[
\text{zip}_{-pd<1>}(\otimes) = \text{map}_{-pd}(\otimes) \equiv \{ i \mapsto i, \otimes \} \quad (1.1)
\]

\[
\text{zip}_{-pd<k>}(\oplus) \equiv \{<i, \ldots, i> \mapsto <i>, \oplus>\} \quad (1.2)
\]

\[
\text{wavefront}_{-pd_{2D}}(\oplus) \equiv \{(i, j - 1), (i - 1, j) \mapsto (i, j), \oplus\} \quad (1.3)
\]

For the zip-pd shown in Equation 1.2, which is general form of the map-pd (equation 1.1),
the value of element $i$ of the output is computed by applying the $\oplus$ work-function (unary work-function $\odot$ in case of map-pd), on the $i$th element of the inputs. For the wavefront-pd, the value of element $(i, j)$ is result of applying the $\oplus$ work-function on the values of elements indexed by $(i-1, j)$ and $(i, j-1)$. In Figure 1.2, examples of PDs for zip, wavefront, reduce and stencil skeletons are shown. At runtime, PDs are expanded to generate data flow graph nodes by the elem composition operator, which we describe next.

Figure 1.2: Parametric Dependencies for zip, wavefront, reduce and stencil.

1.4.2 Skeleton Composition

1.4.2.1 Elem

Elem is the most basic operator employed to build skeletons. It expands the given parametric dependence over the domain of each input passed to the skeleton at run-time. The graph generated by the expansion of PDs is encapsulated by skeleton ports. A port provides an interface to access the inputs/outputs passed to/from skeletons. Ports play an important role as they allow the sending and receiving of data between skeletons without exposing the internal representation of skeletons (data-flow graph). For instance, the zip and wavefront skeletons are built by applying the elem...
Figure 1.3: Building zip and wavefront skeletons and their ports using elem operator.

1.4.2.2 Compose

Function composition, denoted by $h = f \circ g$, is the ability to create a new function of $h$ by applying $f$ to the input of $h$ and then passing the output to $g$ and then returning the result of that function invocation. The equivalent of the "\circ" is the compose operator in the STAPL skeleton library:

$$Skeleton2 = compose(Skeleton0, Skeleton1)$$  \hfill (1.6)
As shown in Figure 1.4(a), compose connects the ports of skeletons passed to it as an argument in a functional composition manner. In this example, the input port of sk0 is connected to the input port of sk2 and the sk1 output port will be the output port of the sk2. Finally, the output port of the sk0 will be connected to the input port of sk1. Encapsulation of the data-flow graph representation of skeletons behind their ports makes it possible to access the output of skeletons without having any knowledge about the shape of the graph and still allows communication between graph nodes belonging to different skeletons without bulk synchronization between skeleton executions (the point-to-point synchronization shown in Figure 1.4(a) with black arrows).

1.4.2.3 Repeat

The repeat operator takes a skeleton as an argument and composes it in a functional manner with itself some number of times. This allows the expression of many skeletons which require tree-based or multilevel data-flow graph, such as reduce or scan. In Figure 1.4(b) the reduce skeleton is defined by applying the repeat operator on one level of the reduce skeleton, which is implemented by utilizing the elem operator and the reduce parametric dependency.

\[ \text{reduce}(\otimes) = \text{repeat}(\text{elem}(\text{reduce}_p(\otimes))) \]  

These operators are closed under composition and enable the programmer to succinctly express
complex algorithms in a manner that remains readily translatable to a data-flow graph at runtime for execution. List of all the predefined skeletons provided in SSL are provided in Table 1.1.

### 1.4.3 Skeleton Transformation

As we saw in previous section, skeletons are defined in terms of parametric data flow graphs, exposing parallelism in very fine-grained form. Execution of such a fine-grained data-flow graphs results in significant overhead on program execution due to lack of spatial and temporal locality and the overhead of task creation and its execution. The optimum granularity of data flow graphs depends on many factors. One of the important being the available execution units to execute parallel tasks. To overcome the overheads causing by using fine-grained data-flow graphs we use the coarsening transformation on algorithmic skeletons in order to coarsen the data-graphs created from the corresponding Algorithmic Skeleton.

The coarsening transformation uses skeleton described earlier and transform them to skeletons which are suitable for parallel execution similar to the method used in [9]. In equation 1.8, the coarsening transformation ($C$) for zip, reduce, wavefront and map-reduce skeletons are provided

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operators</th>
<th>elem, repeat, compose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skeletons</td>
<td>allgather, allreduce, alltoall, allgather, bitreversal, broadcast, butterfly, copy, fft, gather, inner-product, map, reduce, pointer-jumping, reverse-butterfly, tree&lt;k&gt;, zip&lt;k&gt;, zip-reduce&lt;k&gt;, reverse-tree&lt;k&gt;, scan, scatter, transpose-2d, transpose-3d, wavefront-nd, stencil-nd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: List of all predefined skeletons and compositional operators in SSL.
\[ C(\text{zip}(\bowt)) = \text{zip}(\text{zip}(\bowt)) \]
\[ C(\text{zip}(\bowt)) = \text{zip}(\text{zip}(\text{zip}(\bowt))) \]
\[ C(\text{wavefront}(\bowt)) = \text{wavefront}(\text{wavefront}(\bowt)) \]
\[ C(\text{wavefront}(\bowt)) = \text{wavefront}(\text{wavefront}(\text{wavefront}(\bowt))) \]
\[ C(\text{reduce}(\otimes)) = \text{reduce}(\otimes) \circ \text{map}(\text{reduce}(\otimes)) \]
\[ C(\text{map-reduce}(\oplus, \otimes)) = C(\text{reduce}(\otimes) \circ \text{map}(\oplus)) = C(\text{reduce}(\otimes)) \circ C(\text{map}(\oplus)) \]
\[ C(\text{map-reduce}(\oplus, \otimes)) = \text{reduce}(\otimes) \circ \text{map}(\text{map-reduce}(\oplus, \otimes)) \]

As it is shown in equation 1.8, a common transformation of skeletons is nested composition of the same skeleton with itself arbitrary number of times (e.g. \text{zip}, \text{wavefront}). We will discuss how coarsening transformations is leveraged for experiments in chapter 4.

In the following chapters, the \textit{nested} composition of algorithmic skeletons in SSL is presented (chapter 2), which uses nested dataflow model representation for description of nested parallelism in STAPL. We define nested skeleton composition, give examples of its use and describe how programs using it can be efficiently mapped onto the system for execution. Though the composition is static (i.e., strongly typed, recognized at compile time), the evaluation and mapping is dynamic, evaluated at runtime and executed using the asynchronous, nested parallelism support of the STAPL runtime described in [10]. Our implementation enables STAPL to support an arbitrary number of levels of nested parallelism and exploit point-to-point communication across nested sections.

In chapter 3, Kripke [11], a parallel transport mini-app developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories is demonstrated which exposes good potentials to leverage the nested parallelism benefits. In same chapter, the STAPL implementation of the kripke benchmark is described which is used to evaluate the proposed functionality later in chapter 4 by comparing against the reference implementation (MPI+OpenMP) from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories.
2. NESTED COMPOSITION

2.1 Algorithmic Skeletons

2.1.1 Definition

Algorithmic skeletons are rooted in the functional programming paradigm, where functions are treated as first-class citizens and are the primary means of building programs. In functional languages, functions are higher-order, meaning they should be able to accept another function as an argument. Similarly, in our skeleton framework skeletons can receive other skeletons as arguments. This forms the basis for nested skeleton composition which in turn forms the basis of nested parallel algorithm specification in STAPL.

2.1.2 Specification

An ideal specification of skeletons should be oblivious of any nested composition. Consider specification of the map function in Haskell in equation 2.1. Except for specifying the type of the work-function \( (a \rightarrow b) \) for map, no additional detail is provided about whether the argument is a simple user-defined function or another skeleton made by composition operators in the language.

\[
\text{map} :: (a \rightarrow b) \rightarrow [a] \rightarrow [b] \\
\]

(2.1)

Skeleton specifications in SSL follow the same approach. Equation 2.2 shows that the general parametric dependency definition doesn’t consider any difference between a regular user-defined operator and an algorithmic skeleton as a work-function specified by \( \oplus \).

\[
pd(\oplus) \equiv \{(i_0, \ldots, i_k) \mapsto (i), \oplus\} \\
\]

(2.2)

This general specification of parametric dependencies makes algorithmic skeletons in SSL
closed under nesting compositions, which allows arbitrary specification of nested composition of skeletons. For instance, figure 2.1 shows a small kernel written in SSL utilizing a skeleton with three levels of nested composition which is functionally composed with another skeleton with two levels of nesting.

Note that inputs to a nested skeleton need to reflect the algorithmic hierarchy. Specifically, a skeleton with \( n \) levels of nesting compositions need input views with \( n \) levels of addressing.

### 2.1.3 Execution

As mentioned earlier, there is uniform treatment in the framework of skeletons specified with or without nested composition. However, during evaluation and execution of a skeleton, we internally specialize the implementation based on whether the work-function passed to a skeleton is sequential or another algorithmic skeleton. In this section, we use a \( \text{wavefront}_{2D}(\text{zip}(+)) \) skeleton with two levels of parallelism, where a \( \text{zip}(+) \) skeleton is passed as work-function of \( \text{wavefront}_{2D} \) skeleton, to show how nested parallel execution is realized in the STAPL skeleton framework.

As shown in Equation 1.3, the \( \text{wavefront} \) skeleton is specified by applying the \( \text{elem} \) operator to \( \text{wavefront-pd} \). At run-time the \( \text{elem} \) operator traverses the domain of its input ports and uses the parametric dependency passed to it to spawn nodes, adding them to the underlying data-flow engine (\textsc{paragraph}).

The \textit{parametric dependency} determines the corresponding inputs of each node and the work-
function which will be applied to its inputs during execution. As shown in Figure 2.2, applying the `elem` operator on `wavefront-pd` spawned 4 nodes \((2 \times 2)\) with the `wavefront` pattern.

Up until this point everything about data-flow graph initialization is the same, regardless of whether the work-function of the node is an algorithmic skeleton or a simple sequential operator. At this point, however, we take a different path based on the type of work-function presented to the skeleton. If the work-function is a sequential operator, we add the node with its corresponding dependency information to the `PARAGRAPH`. In the presence of a nested skeleton, before adding the node to the `PARAGRAPH`, we tag the node to tell the `PARAGRAPH` to initialize a nested parallel section for execution of this node with its own instance of a nested `PARAGRAPH`. Creation of nested sections in `STAPL` is discussed in detail in [10].

In our example where the work-function is a `zip(+)` skeleton we create a nested parallel section for each of the nodes in the data-flow graph of the `wavefront` skeleton at execution time, which is shown by dashed line in section of Figure 2.2. At each nested section, as soon as the inputs to each node of the `zip(+)` skeleton are ready, the `PARAGRAPH` starts the execution of that node and sends its corresponding output to its consumer without waiting at a barrier at the end of each nested section for completion of other tasks. The manner in which the input and output port of `zip(+)` skeletons are connected to each other and also how the input port and output port of the `wavefront` skeleton are connected to each node is determined by the `wavefront` dependence pattern, shown by bigger arrows in Figure 2.2.

While our example only shows two levels of nested-parallelism, nested composition of algorithmic skeletons in `SSL` allows expressing arbitrary levels of nested parallelism without using any global (or subgroup) synchronization. We discuss initial findings with additional levels of parallelism in chapter 4.

There are times when it might be preferable to serialize the execution of some levels of the nested parallel algorithm specification. Whether it is insufficient levels of the system hierarchy to map onto or insufficient parallelism in the section to practically exploit, there are times when one may want to suppress some of the available parallelism in the algorithm. For this purpose,
Figure 2.2: Point-to-Point communication between skeletons in nested sections.

\[ \text{wavefront}_{2D}(\text{zip}(+)) \]
we provide execution policy directives that are used to request serial execution without changing the algorithm specification. Many of the experimental configurations in chapter 4 use these directives to mimic the behavior of the reference implementation of Kripke. For instance, in \textit{wavefront}_{2D}(\textit{zip}(+)), user can specify sequential execution policy for execution of \textit{zip}(+) as shown in 2.3.

\begin{equation}
\textit{wavefront}_{2D}(\textit{zip < seq-exec > } (+))
\end{equation}

By using the data-flow model as the internal representation for skeletons, SSL can specify dependencies between nodes in data-flow graph at the most fine-grain level, exposing all the available parallelism in the program and enabling an asynchronous nested parallel execution.

\subsection*{2.2 Containers}

In previous sections, we described how we compose algorithmic skeletons to describe algorithms with nested parallel patterns. In this section we focus on the representation of the containers provided as input to our program.

The first step to have hierarchical execution of an algorithm is providing the corresponding hierarchical input to the algorithm. More specifically, the input to the an algorithm which certain number of nesting levels should provide same levels of nesting which matches with the nesting levels of algorithm specification.

The natural way of providing a hierarchical input is using the nested composition of containers, for example considering std::vector<T> container from C++ standard library where T denotes the container’s elements type can provide arbitrary levels of nesting by replacing T with another container type e.g. std::vector<std::vector<T>>.

The same approach can be applied to the distributed containers, containers which support distribution of their elements across the system. pContainers in STAPL [12] distribute data across the system and provide data access operations that encapsulate the details of accessing distributed data. While providing the ability to compose parallel containers is not an easy task, a generic im-
plementation of parallel containers should support nested composition. We will describe how in
STAPL support nested composition of parallel containers in next section.

While nested composition of containers seems the natural way of providing hierarchical inputs
to the program, it’s not the only way to support the hierarchical behavior of the input. An alternative
approach is wrapping the underlying flat container with an interface which provides the illusion of
having a multilevel nested container. In Following we discuss each of these approaches in more
detail.

2.2.1 Nested Parallel Containers

Nested composition of parallel containers is the natural way of describing parallel containers,
hence it is much easier to reason about and program. The main challenge in describing a parallel
container with multiple level of nested composition is how to partition the elements of a nested
container in each level and how to group the locations who participates in creation of a container
in an specific level. This information should be passed to the constructor of the container, which
be used to determine the location-layout on each level and number of elements in each level.

The main advantage of using nested composition of parallel containers is the ability to ask the
locality of the elements (where they are located, or in case of a nested container, which locations
hold each of its elements) on each container without need of doing any extra computation since
this information is already stored in the container. Examples of parallel containers in STAPL are
shown in Figure 2.3. In Figure 2.3a a simple (non-nested) parallel container with 8 elements,
distributed over 2 locations is provided, while in Figure 2.3b, a nested container with 3 levels of
nesting partitioned over 8 locations has been shown. Labels on each element indicate locations that
element is distributed over. At the lowest level, each element of the container resides a sequential
containers in one location.

As we discussed in previous section, algorithmic skeletons use the locality information of the
parallel containers to spawn parallel tasks in each level. Use of nested containers inhibits the ability
to determine the level of nested parallelism dynamically at the execution time of the algorithm,
which means this approach is not a good choice for dynamic applications e.g. graph application,
where the decision of parallel execution depends on run-time information. However, for static applications which nesting level is determined at the compile time, use of nested containers sounds a good solution, since it removes lot of inefficiency caused by calculation of locality of elements, and it provides a good abstraction at each level.

### 2.2.2 Multi Level Presentation of Flat Containers

Another way of supporting multilevel presentation of inputs to nested Algorithmic Skeletons providing the behavior of nested containers using abstraction layers for each level over a flat container. *Views* [12] in STAPL provides the ability to reference a range of elements in the flat container at each level. *Views* allow the behavior of a nested container over a flat container without having to specify the locality and distribution of each container in different levels statically. This means views can be used to change the degree of nested parallelism at run-time without needing to modify the underlying container, which makes this approach a good candidate for dynamic nested parallelism execution.
However, the burden of specifying the locality information at construction time of the container, will be offloaded to later, in middle of the algorithm execution. If we consider views only functionality in specifying the sub-domains of underlying container, then we need to do some computation to figure out the locality of the elements in sub-domain and spawns task according to it. As shown in figure 2.4, a 2Dimensional array can be accessed through 2 levels of slicing, while the views in each level should be aware of the locality of elements in each sub-domain.

While use of Views, provides flexibility to decide on the level of nested parallelism at run-time, for applications which the input containers has structured layout and can be mapped to the machine hierarchy at compile time, nested parallel containers are better fit. We used the nested parallel containers approach to implement the Kripke in STAPL since it was enough to express the structured grids in Kripke, However, use of Views to represent these structured container could be a promising approach to test the decision of using nested parallelism at run-time.
3. Kripke, Mini Transport Benchmark

*Kripke* is a simple mini-app for 3D Sn deterministic particle transport[11]. Mini-apps are important tools that capture the essential performance behaviors of complex applications and allow rapid implementation of new approaches and exploration of new techniques and architectures. *Kripke*, like its parent application *ADRA*, is implemented with C++, OpenMP, and MPI. We have implemented *Kripke* v1.0 [13] using our skeleton framework and studied the performance of the sweep kernel with varying levels of parallelism and loop nesting orders.

3.1 Problem Description and Reference Implementation

*Kripke* solves the steady state form of the Boltzmann transport equation and stores the angular flux for every point in the phase space representing every point in the discretized angle, energy, and 3D spatial dimensions. The mini-app has three distinct kernels that perform a discrete-to-moments transformation (LTimes), a moments-to-discrete transformation (LPlusTimes), and a Sweep of the spatial domain for all discretized points in the energy and angle domains. The LTimes and LPlus-Times kernels are completely parallel map operations. We focus on the Sweep kernel and its unique composition challenges in this work.

---

**Algorithm 1** Sweep Algorithm

1: $G$ all groups in the domain problem
2: $D$ all directions in the domain problem
3: $Z_p$ zone-set assigned to the current task
4: **procedure** SWEEP-SOLVER
5: for each $G_p$ in $G$ do
6: for each $D_p$ in $D$ do
7: sweep($\{G_p, D_p, Z_p\}$)
8: end for
9: send/receive local sweep results between MPI tasks
10: end for
11: end procedure
The discretized problem phase space \((G \cdot D \cdot Z)\) is partitioned into \(P\) subsets, identified by \(\{G_p, D_p, Z_p\}_{p \in P}\). Each of these subsets are assigned to an MPI task in the reference implementation. MPI tasks operate on sub-domain of the problem. The choice of the data-layout for storing these subsets and corresponding choice of OpenMP loop-level threading for on-node parallelism greatly affects the performance of the application and is the primary research interest for the mini-app. The reference implementation supports all six layout orders and provides computational kernels written for each layout. The layout/loop nesting order is referred to by the strings (DGZ, DZG, GZD, GDZ, ZGD and ZDG) that indicate the order of the loops in the Sweep kernel. The Sweep kernel for the DGZ and ZGD nestings are provided as examples in Algorithms 2 and 3, respectively. The diamond-difference computation and more details about Sweep algorithm is provided in [11].

**Algorithm 2** Sweep Kernel for DGZ nesting order

```
1: procedure SweepDGZ(\(\{G_p, D_p, Z_p\}\))
2:     for each \(d\) in \(D_p\) do
3:         for each \(g\) in \(G_p\) do
4:             for \(z_k\) in range \(Z_{pk}\) do
5:                 for \(z_j\) in range \(Z_{pj}\) do
6:                     for \(z_i\) in range \(Z_{pi}\) do
7:                         diamond-difference computation
8:                     end for
9:                 end for
10:             end for
11:         end for
12:     end for
13: end procedure
```

The partitioning of the problem phase space across MPI tasks in the reference implementation partitions the spatial dimensions only. The result is that the sweep kernel is a sweep of the spatial domain that is distributed across the nodes of the system. Within each node, OpenMP is used to parallelize the loop iterating over the energy or angle domains, depending on the layout chosen.
The outermost of the direction or energy loops is the loop that is parallelized using OpenMP in the reference implementation. In the STAPL implementation, we follow the same partitioning of the spatial domain across nodes and explore parallelization at multiple levels in processing a partition of the phase space on a node.

The sweep algorithm across MPI tasks is provided in Algorithm 1. As mentioned above, the sweep is a nested computation since Zones are partitioned into $P$ sets by partitioning the spatial domain only. The outer sweep is performed for each direction set (a grouping of directions within the same octant) and energy group set (a grouping of consecutive energy groups). The on-node operation for the Sweep is the call to the sweep function in line 7. The communication of angular flux values from the on-node sweep computation is line 9 in Algorithm 1.

### 3.2 Kripke Implementation in STAPL

The Sweep implementation of Kripke in STAPL [14] follows the same approach for decomposing the domain problem into set of sub-domains and doing two sweeps, one over all sub-domains and a nested sweep on each sub-domain. In the STAPL implementation, STL containers are replaced by pContainers. The STAPL container framework supports composition of pContainers which makes them a natural fit for expressing applications with nested-parallelism.
Figure 3.1 describes the data structure to store the angular fluxes in the STAPL implementation of Kripke using a multiarray container, a generic multidimensional container in the STAPL container framework.

The Sweep kernel is implemented by nested composition of algorithmic skeletons provided in SSL. A wavefront skeleton captures the sweep pattern, and the zip skeleton is employed to process the energy and direction domains. In Figure 3.2, sweep skeletons for two nesting orders, DGZ and ZGD, are shown. In the first level of the composition, wavefront is used to sweep across all the ZoneSets, regardless of the nesting order. Based on the nesting order chosen, the work-function passed to wavefront skeleton will differ.

The use of SSL algorithmic skeletons to describe the sweep algorithm has several advantages over use of low-level libraries like MPI and OpenMP, besides programming abstraction and concise specification: First, parallelizing the second sweep over each ZoneSet using OpenMP is not a
trivial task. However, use of the data-flow graph representation as an internal model for skeletons enables parallelizing skeletons regardless of the parallel library chosen for execution. This means the second sweep in the algorithm could be considered as a candidate to be executed in parallel. Furthermore, SSL supports parallel and sequential implementation for all provided skeletons, which allows the programmer to test different execution policies to find the best configuration. Finally, using SSL Algorithmic Skeletons enables nested parallel execution beyond the common two levels, which enables taking advantage of the hierarchical design of new computer architectures.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Two Levels of Nested Parallelism

In this section, we compare the performance of the Kripke reference code with the STAPL implementation. All experiments are performed on a Cray XK7m-200 with twenty-four compute nodes of 2.1GHz AMD Opteron Interlagos 16-core processors. Twelve nodes are single socket with 32GB RAM, and twelve are dual socket with 64GB RAM. We use gcc 4.9 with the O3 optimization flag and craype-hugepages2M module. We perform two sets of experiments, one exercising single node scaling and one showing scaling across multiple nodes. In both experiments, the performance of the STAPL implementation of Kripke’s sweep computation is compared with that of the reference code.

4.1.1 Single-node Performance

For the single node performance study all zones are decomposed into just one ZoneSet, meaning that there is no sweep over the ZoneSets (one element). The reference code uses OpenMP, so we configure the STAPL runtime to use OpenMP as well. As a result, strong scaling results show the performance of local sweep of different kernels with a varying number of threads used on the node. The problem test used in [11] has $12 \times 12 \times 12$ spatial zones, $8$ DirectionSets, $12$ Directions per set (96 total Directions) and $1$ GroupSet with 64 energy groups. The authors refer to it as the KP0 configuration. We use KP0 and also define a KP0' configuration, increasing the spatial zones to $20 \times 20 \times 20$, number of directions to 348 (48 directions per DirectionSet) and number of groups to 128. Figures 4.1a and 4.1b show strong scaling results for all 6 different kernels with the two configurations of KP0 and KP0', respectively. For the single node study we use a larger, 32 core node.

For the DGZ and DZG kernels with the KP0 configuration, STAPL sweep stops scaling after 12 threads since we are parallelizing the second level skeleton (zip) corresponding to $D$, while the reference code parallelizes the third level loop, $G$, using OpenMP. However, for the KP0'
configuration, due to larger number of directions, scaling continues for the STAPL version and matches the reference code’s behavior.

The GZD and GDZ kernels show the same behavior for the small configuration of KP0 and the larger configuration of KP0’. However, performance of the STAPL implementation of sweep is more sensitive when the program stops scaling, due to a higher overhead of parallelization, which needs to be investigated and optimized.

For kernels starting with Z loops (ZGD and ZDG), the ability to parallelize the inner wavefront skeleton (local sweep) in STAPL version allows scaling to a higher number of threads, while the reference code doesn’t scale after 4 and 8 threads, respectively, due to a lack of this functionality.

4.1.2 Multi-node Performance

A weak scaling study similar to that in [11] is performed for investigating the scalability of the outer sweeps over the ZoneSets. All ZoneSets have the KP0 configuration for Figure 4.2a and the KP0’ configuration for Figure 4.2b. Each ZoneSet is assigned to one MPI task. We have run this experiment for all kernels up to 64 MPI tasks, each with 8 threads (512 cores in total), to compare the sweep algorithm implemented in STAPL with the reference implementation.

Based on the kernel chosen for MPI scaling, the STAPL sweep is either faster or slower than the reference implementation. The choice of 8 threads per ZoneSet is not the best optimal case for on-node computation as shown in on-node scaling study. While this number was a reasonable basis of comparison and supports a large number of possible configurations, we intend to investigate different configurations of the node’s cores further.

As can be seen in Figure 4.2, the STAPL implementation of sweep shows much less variability in scaling results compared to the reference code. This appears to be due the fact that STAPL is able to parallelize the inner wavefront in the nested section, while the reference’s implementation restricts it to parallelizing the next lower loop level, resulting in more parallel sections with smaller granularity and more global synchronizations.
Figure 4.1: Single node strong scaling for all nesting orders.
Figure 4.2: Multi-node weak scaling for all nesting orders.
4.2 Beyond Two Levels of Nested Parallelism

In previous section, we compared the kripke implementation in STAPL with the reference implementation. Given the abstraction of specifying nested parallelism from nested execution in SSL, the STAPL implementation provides the ability to exploit more than two levels of parallelism. This ability is prohibited in reference implementation, due to complexity of the code for parallelizing the wavefront pattern using OpenMP and loop carried dependency in sweep pattern.

In this section we investigate the performance of sweep kernels under different degree of nested parallelism. As it shown in the previous section, creating more parallel tasks than available parallelism in one level hurts the performance. In order to investigate the performance of the nested parallelism implementation with more than two nested levels, we have chosen the input configuration so that there is enough parallelism available in every level. Removing the limitation on available parallelism imposed by the input size, allows us to investigate the benefits of nested parallelism when the available parallelism in each level is limited by the pattern of execution on that level.

We have picked three kernels (DGZ, DZG and ZDG) out of six possible kernels since they present all the different nesting order of wavefront, zip, zip skeletons and there is enough parallelism in each level. Figure 4.3 shows the performance results of the three chosen kernels using 8 cores under different degrees (1 level to 3 levels) of nested parallelism and locations layout. Points’ labels indicate the speedup of the corresponding configuration over the sequential execution. As expected when there is enough available parallelism, DGZ and DZG kernels best configurations are when we use all the available execution units (specified by locations) in the first level. However, for ZDG kernel, using all the locations in first level is the worst configuration since the wavefront pattern doesn’t expose as much parallelism as the zip pattern does. For ZGD kernel the best configurations are when the locations are distributed among different levels.

The fact that for each nesting orders the best configuration depends on how much parallelism is exposed by the algorithm pattern in each level reveals the benefit of being able to specify nested parallelism execution in different nested levels of program execution.
Figure 4.3: *DGZ*, *DZG* and *ZDG* kernels performance varying levels of nested parallelism.
5. RELATED WORK

OpenMP [15] supports nested parallelism using the fork-join model. When a thread inside a nested sections finishes, it waits at a global barrier in the nested section for other threads to finish. Inefficiencies can arise due to the global barrier at the end of each nested section. This has lead to the introduction of the Collapse keyword in OpenMP-3.0, which flattens the nested parallelism.

Several frameworks employ MPI’s ability to partition the MPI communication groups into sub-groups for nested execution. NestStep [16] uses this ability to partition communications groups into subgroups and run nested sub-supersteps on these subgroups asynchronously. However, the parent group needs to wait for all subgroups to finish their supersteps before going to next super-step, which can degrade performance. [17] and [18] follow the same approach in assigning nested parallel sections to sub-groups of processing elements.

MPI + OpenMP is a common approach to express two level of parallelism in benchmarks [11, 19] and [20]. However, this approach usually results in complex codes which are hard to maintain and are restricted to two levels of parallelism.

Among the frameworks which support task-level parallelism, Cilk [21] and TBB [22] allow spawning nested tasks where the system is responsible for mapping nested sections to the machine, which degrades the performance due to loss of locality. X10 [23], Habanero-Java [24], HPX [25], and Fortress [26] allow users to control task-placement. However, as tasks are independent, there is no communications between nested sections.

Legion [27] partitions memory into regions for spawning independent tasks using its dynamic machine mapping model to improve the locality of tasks. However, there is no support for dependencies between nested tasks, and it is limited to task level parallelism.

Nested parallelism is adopted in GPU computing and programming models [28, 29], which allows spawning nested kernels when there is enough parallelism available to increase the device utilization.

Among the previous frameworks with skeleton specifications with nested composition support,
[30] and [31] only support nesting of task-parallel skeletons and do not explicitly address data communication between nested sections. Skeleton frameworks presented in [32] and [33] support two levels of nesting for data-parallel skeletons. However, due to the use of a master/slave scheme, their approach is not scalable, especially on distributed systems.

[34] proposes a construct for composition that describes the point-to-point dependency between partial outputs of algorithms in a nested data-flow model to analyze the complexity of algorithms with nested parallelism. [35] presented a memory management technique based on a defined property for memory to improve the performance of functional languages in presence of nested parallelism.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this work, an implementation of nested parallelism using STAPL is presented, which allows the expression of arbitrary levels of parallelism using the nested composition of algorithmic skeletons. Choosing algorithmic skeletons as a programming model allows the separation of specifying nested composition in the program from its execution and the restrictions imposed by low level APIs.

The ability to parallelize different nesting levels in program, allows the programmer to choose the best configuration based on the available parallelism in each level dictated by the algorithm pattern itself and also the input configuration. Choosing a data-flow graph as internal representation of skeletons removes the need for barriers between nested parallel sections, leading to a fully asynchronous implementation of nested parallelism.

Given this variety of platforms and computing nodes, using structured programming models such as algorithmic skeletons, allows programmers to provide better insight into how nested parallelism can help applications cope with the deepening hierarchies and heterogeneity present in modern HPC architectures.
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